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**General Questions**

What is your main interest in attending the workshop?

I am interested to study the structure and evolution of our collective knowledge by scientific means. I believe we need to develop better information access and management tools or we are doomed to reinvent the wheel forever. Global science (weather) forecasts might help people understand and use what we know. The quality of any scientific analysis or map strongly depends on the quality of data available. I am interested to use high coverage scholarly data with unique document, author, institution, and geolocation information.

What is your main interest in ‘data sharing’ and/or ‘data integration’?

This workshop brings together some of the major scholarly data/service providers. It is my hope that we can collectively arrive at standards and procedures for (sharing) unique author, institution, and geolocation identifiers. We definitely need those for interlinking publications, patents, grants, etc. in our scholarly database (https://iv.slis.indiana.edu/db).

**Scholarly Datasets and Data Integration Challenges**

Please provide information on the datasets you serve/use in your research.

- **Dataset/Project Description**
  
  Scholarly Database (https://iv.slis.indiana.edu/db).

- **Preservation – what processes or procedures are in place to keep data useable over time?**
  
  None.

- **Provenance – what processes or procedures are in place to insure that the data contributed to the project is authentic and authoritative?**
  
  None.

- **Privacy Policy – what policies are in place to insure the privacy of contributors and/or end researchers?**
  
  Some datasets are proprietary. Most are freely available.
Data formats / types – what type of data is stored and in what format?

Database format.

Database Technology – what database management system is used (Oracle, MySQL, etc)?

PostgreSQL.

Storage Technology – what hardware is used to store the data?

Sun servers with 10TB hard disk space.

Backup Strategy – with what frequency is the data backed up? Are copies kept off site? Do you have a disaster recovery plan?

Indiana University mass storage and tape backups.

Partners – what other organizations participate in this project?

Kevin Boyack, Sandia National Laboratories.

Funding / Ownership – which organization owns this project, and how is this project funded?

NSF funding.

What data integration issues are you facing/addressing in your research? Please address policy and technical level.

Unique document, author, institution, and geolocation identifiers are needed.

What data integration solutions do you use/have you developed?

Simple lookup tables for mapping addresses to geolocations. Fuzzy matches for author names.

Please provide references/links/pointers to relevant work, papers, and efforts.

Please send the completed document by **August 22, 2006** to Katy Borner <katy@indiana.edu> and Stacy T. Kowalczyk <skowalcz@indiana.edu> using the subject header ‘ScholarlyDB&I’.